The Cabrillo College Foundation awarded over $1.5 Million in scholarships this year.

The students pictured above are just a few of the nearly 1,600 students who received support to pursue their education at Cabrillo College. Our generous community of givers make it possible for students to aim high and follow their dreams.
Our volunteer Board Members work tirelessly to remove barriers for students and make the hopes and dreams of higher education possible for all students in our community.
“We’re united in our goal of providing a high-quality, diverse curriculum that is accessible and affordable to all in our community,” said Rachel Wedeen, Cabrillo College Foundation President.

Education offers hope to those who aim to improve their lives. The Cabrillo College Foundation is proud to have provided $2.7 million to make higher education a reality for those with big dreams.

In this report you will meet a small representation of the many hard-working, ambitious, and talented students who benefit from our support and see the incredible value of our investment in each and every one of these deserving students.
“It’s extremely rewarding,” exclaims Liz Dominguez, on being the CAP Coordinator since 1993. “I have 6 years with these students — and it’s not just the kids, I get attached to their families as well! I see them in the grocery store, Costco, you name it — my kids used to find me sitting with my CAP families at football games,” she laughs.

Back in 1991, the Cabrillo Advancement Program (CAP) was created to shepherd financially disadvantaged students from middle school to Cabrillo College. When Liz was tapped to coordinate the program, she was thrilled. “Working with young people, that’s my jam!” she says with typical enthusiasm. She knows these students inside and out and knows they have a lot of obstacles.

Liz oversees tutoring, Summer Institutes, and other activities that give young students a taste of the many opportunities waiting for them at Cabrillo. She helps them see the possibilities of higher education and the future that it holds. “What defines success?” she asks. “People tend to zero in on a kid who goes straight to a four-year college, but I love to help those kids on the ‘struggle bus’ blossom. They end up working all over the county with good jobs, doctors, teachers — I’m proud of all of them.”
The Ow Family continues their tradition of welcoming high school seniors to Cabrillo with a scholarship for local students. Now in its 34th year, over $700,000 has been awarded.

My parents immigrated from Mexico with the dream of providing a better education and future for us. Growing up, I witnessed their sacrifices and hard work in the agriculture industry. This has inspired me to pursue a career in criminal justice, with the goal of giving back to my community and supporting my family.

I plan on attending Cabrillo College, where I hope to obtain my associate degree in criminal justice.

I am grateful for the opportunity to take one step closer to achieving my aspirations.

Once again, I express my deepest appreciation to you for your generosity and support. Thank you for helping me make my dreams a reality.

Juana
American Dream Scholarship Recipient
Donnie Veal’s office walls have photos from proud moments, like being the keynote speaker at his graduation from UCSC, but also a group shot from his time running with gangs in San Jose. “My lived experience is my greatest weapon,” he explains.

Donnie spent 23 years in prison, but grabbed hold of his opportunity for education when he was released. For a public speaking class while in jail, he researched return-to-prison rates and learned about the positive impact that education makes. “There is a 75% chance that someone will go back, but each level of education improves that - you get some high school and it goes down to 55%, an AA gets you 15%, if you get a Masters or PhD the chance goes down to zero. That was my inspiration.”

And now he’ll be offering that inspiration through the new Rising Scholars program at Cabrillo. With initial funding from the Monterey Peninsula Foundation, Donnie is helping those impacted by the criminal justice system connect with opportunities at Cabrillo.

“School is filled with people who are seed planters, and they throw a lot of seeds into your earth — and whatever starts to grow from that, that’s what they nourish. Now I’m a seed planter, selling freedom through education.”
I am so grateful for your motivation and support in continuing higher education. Cabrillo College was just the beginning of my educational journey and it will always be held close to my heart as the community there has been so uplifting. It’s a place where I feel accepted and encouraged to find the learning experience that fits best for me.

My goal of pursuing higher education is important to me so I can give back to the community and make a difference in the world. Going to college is a huge privilege and a gift. Thank you for your generosity and encouragement in supporting myself and many other students at Cabrillo.

Ellia B.
Beth Blanchette Memorial Endowed Scholarship

I am writing to express my heartfelt gratitude for the scholarship that I have been awarded. Words cannot adequately convey how thankful I am for this incredible opportunity.

As a student with limited financial resources, this scholarship means the world to me. It will help me cover my tuition fees and living expenses, allowing me to focus on my studies without worrying about financial constraints. More importantly, this scholarship has given me a sense of hope and motivation to pursue my academic goals.

Once again, I am grateful beyond words for this scholarship. It is not just a financial aid, but a life-changing opportunity that will have a positive impact on my academic and personal development. I promise to make the most of this opportunity and to use my education to make a meaningful contribution to society.

Enrique S.
Mary B. Ratcliff Engineering Endowed Scholarship

1,600 students received awards
I want to share with you that I have had my eye and heart set on this scholarship ever since I decided to go back to school to fulfill my dream of entering an MD/PhD program.

Deciding to become a physician in my early 30’s has been the hardest thing I have ever decided to do. I grew up in a low-income immigrant household hearing stories about how my great grandmother was uneducated but gifted in midwifery and the healing arts. It is an honor to be walking in her shoes and to do what she was never allowed to do due to the patriarchal constraints of the world she was born into. Thank you so much for believing in my journey and awarding me this grant.

Nadia P.
Carol M. Symons Memorial Endowed Scholarship

I am an aerospace engineering student transferring to Cal Poly San Luis Obispo this fall. I’ve come a long way since my first class at Cabrillo when I was unsure what I wanted to do. Fast forward to today I couldn’t imagine my life without physics, engineering and the direction I am headed. It really does feel like I’ve been whacked on the side of the head, which I am grateful for.

I am a first generation college student and choosing to go to college was my own finding. I look forward to using this scholarship to help pay for my schooling. I have found that with engineering I am able to pursue my passions while also finding a secure industry to work in. I am passionate about advancing rocket technology, building decentralized monetary systems, creating sustainable energy sources and ultimately helping improve the quality of the human experience.

Thank you for supporting my journey!

Ryan P.
Whack on the Side of the Head Scholarship

$1,500,000 scholarship dollars awarded
EMERGENCY GRANTS: FOR BUMPS ALONG THE ROAD

Being able to provide immediate relief when a student has a financial crisis is the mission of WES and I’m proud to be a part of it. Helping students stay in school is incredibly rewarding.

Angie McClellan
2023 WES Co-Chair

Thanks to Women’s Educational Success (WES), when we learn of a student in need, we are able to quickly provide a grant up to $1,000 dollars — usually within the same week. Students who one moment may consider dropping out are given a quick cash boost to continue their academic pursuits and stay in school. It’s a small amount of money, that comes just at the right time to save the day.

This year, WES is awarding $115,000 to students — the largest amount to date! This outpouring of support is made possible by the community volunteers (pictured below) who reach out to their networks to encourage philanthropy and spread the word about this life-changing program.

The Sharanam Foundation and the Wedeen Hammer Locatelli group are matching all gifts of $250 or more up to $20,000 this year!

$115,000 awarded this year

Front row from left to right: Gail Pellerin, Edna Elkins, Peggy Flynn, Bunny Tavares, Sara Clarenbach (retired), Karen Semingson, Jessica Locatelli, Kathryn Cowan, Eva Acosta, Cynthia FitzGerald, Amy Ivey
Back row: Kate Terrell, Robin Gaither, Rose Odland, Rachael Spencer, Corrine Flanagan, Angela Chesnut, Ginny Solari-Mazry, Chris Maffia
Not pictured: Shannon Brady, Deborah Bronstein, Lynette Cleland, Freny Cooper (Co-Chair), Cynthia Druley, Pam Goodman, Angie McClellan (Co-Chair), Natasha Perry, Martina O’Sullivan, Kristin Wilson
The 25 WES Advisors all throughout campus like Katherine Love (pictured below) are empowered to help students through a financial crisis and offer more than the financial support. “They’ve been holding it in, but when they get an empathetic listener it comes out and it can be very emotional for the student. It can be very hard to ask for help, particularly for women.”

With no red tape, Katherine is able to offer help and the relief is immediate, “These are students who might have dropped out. They get more than money. They hear that someone cares about them, that they belong at Cabrillo. My first WES recipient and I still talk every semester.” Katherine happily recalls a graduation ceremony when a WES recipient came up to her and said, “I’m here because of that grant. I’m graduating.”
The President’s Circle is the Foundation’s foundation — the sturdy support that makes all the other work possible. Cabrillo students work so hard to realize their educational dreams and members of the President’s Circle work just as hard to help them do it!

Karen Cogswell
President’s Circle Committee Co-Chair

The President’s Circle brings together a community of caring supporters who value Cabrillo’s role in providing a high-quality education available to all.

Members annually give $1,000 or more to support the foundation’s endeavor to assist students at every point of their educational journey. The President’s Circle Committee makes it all possible!

Committee Members:

**Front row**: Julie Hamilton-Wierdsma, Claire Biancalana, Ceil Cirillo, Karen Cogswell (Co-Chair), Michael Allard (Co-Chair), Kalena Allard, Michele Bassi, Paula Fischer, Duf Fischer

**Middle row**: Kristin Fabos, Jan Furman, Bill Kelsay, Rachael Spencer, Peggy Flynn, Karen Primavera, Nancy Millsagle, Julie Lambert, Ginny Solari-Mazry

**Back row**: Theo Wierdsma, Julie Thiebaut, Diane Koenig, Jim Baker, Matt Wetstein, Ed Newman

PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE MEMBERS 2022 – 2023

$15,000*

- Brian and Patti Herman
- Rick and Ruth Moe
- Edward Newman Family Charitable Fund
- Dan Rothwell and Marcy Wieland

$10,000*

- Claire Bialcalka and William Kelsay
- Esther and Gerry Levandoski
- Julie Packard
- Patty Quillin and Reed Hastings
- Miles and Rosanne Reiter

$5,000*

- John and Linda Burroughs
- Canyon View Capital/Bob Davidson
- Charles and Liz DuHigg
- Joan Griffiths
- Vance Landis-Carey
- Leola Lapides and Bob Katz
- James and Jacquelyn Mullarky
- Tony Nethercutt
- Gayle and Joseph Ortiz
- Elio and Joy Rodoni
- Kathryn Shephard Cowan
- Mary Solari
- Ginny Solari Mazry
- Rachel Wedeen

$2,500*

- Phillip and Robin Adkins
- Pegi and Tom Ard
- Jim Baker and Nancy Millsagle
- Tila Bañuelos
- William and Pat Barton
- Mark and Barbara Beck
- Harry and Mary Blanchard
- Jess Brown
- Owen Brown and Mary Akin
- Andrew and Marilyn Calciano
- Barbara Canfield
- Gordon and Mary Jane Chambers
- Karen Cogswell and John Maenchen
- Diane Craddock and David Hogye
- Ken and Kathy Doctor
- Lee and Emily Duffus
- Lou Falek and Lyn MacDonald
- Jack Farr
- Duf and Paula Fischer
- Eileen and Dave Hill
- Erik and Judy Johnson
- Trisha and Brandon Kett
- Rick Li Fo Sjo and Virginia Morris
- Marielyn Manning Lonergan and Richard Lonergan
- John and Megan Martinelli /S. Martinelli & Co.
- Dominic and Karen Massaro
- Mary McMillan
- Joe and Susan Mingione
- Bill and Karen Monovich
- Ned Nemacheck
- Amy Newell
- William and Erica Ow
- Pfotenhauer Wilshusen Family
- Pat and Rowland Rebelle
- Stephen and Gail Snodgrass
- Julie Thiebaud
- James Thompson
- Michael Thornburgh
- Matt Wetstein and Cindy Ostberg
- Evans Whitaker and Deborah Bronstein
- Theo Wierdmsa and Julie Hamilton Wierdmsa
- W. Todd and Corinne Wipke
- Peppy and Ron Woll

$1,500*

- Michael and Toby Alexander
- Mike and Kalena Allard
- Steven and Mary Bignell
- Carrie Birkthro/Bay Federal Credit Union
- Blaine and Connie Brokaw
- John and Sydney Brokaw
- Ted Burke
- Emily Burton and Daniel Gallo
- Paul Carrubba and Teresa O’Connell Carrubba
- Linda Charman
- Frederick and Kate Chen
- Ceil Cirillo
- Margaret Coffle
- Richard and Theresa Crocker
- Dwayne and Lisa Downing
- Roberta Dunton
- Geoff and Sandy Eisenberg
- Esch Family
- Kristin Fabos and Rye Livingston
- Peggy Flynn
- Jeffrey and Kathryn Fraser
- Stephen Green
- Caroll Hyatt
- Kent and Marie Imai
- Mary James and George Cook
- Therese Johnson
- Judy B. Jones
- Arne and Carol Croce
- Mary Culley and Jim Ostendorf
- George and Elizabeth Bunch
- Thomas Bush and Grace Sanchez
- Margaret Campodonico and Reynie Love
- Pat and Carlos Carstens
- Sara Clarenczak
- Sarah Clark
- Joanne Clever
- William J. Codiga Family Foundation
- Virginia Coe
- Arne and Carol Croce
- Mary Culley and Scott Smith
- Martina Cummings
- Wallace Dale
- Carrie Darling
- Robert Darrow
- Gerlinde and Willy de Broekert
- Doug and Diane Deaver
- Daryl Dicke and Kenneth Smith
- John Dickinson and Nancy Van Natta
- Neale and Nancy Eidam
- Charles Engberg
- Thomas Erskine and LaRoy Smith
- Michele Finch
- Finkelman Family Foundation/Herb Finkelman and Edda Tusinac
- Leslye Franz
- Craig and Mimmi French
- Don and Donelle Gartner
- Mary Gaukel and Les Forster
- Ellen and Eric Gil
- Diane and Conrad Hamako
- Kathleen Hatfield
- David and Jacqueline Healde
- Janet Heien
- Chizuko and Joe Heney
- Ron and Evelyn Hirsch
- David and Katharine Hopkins
- Jay Hughes and Juliettee Bloxham
- John Hurd and Kelly Jett
- Dorothy Hyde
- Jon and Andrew Janek
- Helen Jones
- Frances and Dean Kashina
- Fred Keeley
- Tom and Nanette Kett
- Richard and Diane Klein
- George and Dianne Koenig
- Agata Konopka and Flavio Cheng
- Ron Kusel and Carolyn Gong-Guy
- John Laird and John Flores
- Julie Lambert
- Nancy Lenox
- Victoria and David Lewis
- Patty Levin
- Mark Linder and Mary Dean
- Charlie and Georgia Mack
- George and Harriet Mainis
- Gerry Mandel
- Mary Maselli
- Gary and Elizabeth Maushardt
- Mike and Bertie McElroy
- Robin McFarland and Jeff Barbier
- Paul Meltzer
- Mark Mesiti-Miller and Donna Murphy
- Peter and Debbie Nelson
- Linda and Bruce Nicholson
- Gail Pellerin
- PG&E Corporation Foundation
- James Poth
- Muriel Prolo and Jack Samuelson
- Paula and Robert Quinn
- Ken Reed
- Randy Repass and Sally-Christine Rodgers
- George and Mary Reynolds
- Nancy Rice-Bradley
- Phyllis Rosenblum
- Craig Rowell and Corinda Ray
- Allen Rozelle
- Larry Samuels
- Carol and Kirk Schmidt
- Ronald and Cynthia Seikel
- Dr. Jonathan Sheehan
- Frank and Pat Sherris
- Nancy Sherris
- Muriel Sherris
- Henry Sherris
- Mark Sheehan
- John Sherris
- Mary Sherris
- Stephen Sheehan
- Nancy Sherris
- Muriel Sherris
- Henry Sherris
- Mark Sheehan
- John Sherris
- Mary Sherris
- Stephen Sheehan
- Nancy Sherris
- Muriel Sherris
- Henry Sherris
- Mark Sheehan
- John Sherris
- Mary Sherris
- Stephen Sheehan

$1,000*

- 1st Capital Bank/Michele Bassi
- Walter and Janet Alexander
- Rob and Christine Allen
- Mary Altier Walker and John Walker
- Joe and Kathy Appenrodt
- Carlos and Jane Arcangel
- Ann Asche/Locatelli Moving and Storage
- Charles and Janet Banovac
- Brian and Maryann Barry
- Philip and Kathryn Bates
- Susan and Richard Beach
- Paul and Carol Berman
- Ian and Kathy Blackwood
- Bob and Susan Bosua
- Karen and Todd Bria
- Sue Broadstock
- John and Sydney Brokaw
- Ted Burke
- Emily Burton and Daniel Gallo
- Paul Carrubba and Teresa O’Connell Carrubba
- Linda Charman
- Frederick and Kate Chen
- Ceil Cirillo
- Margaret Coffle
- Richard and Theresa Crocker
- Dwayne and Lisa Downing
- Roberta Dunton
- Geoff and Sandy Eisenberg
- Esch Family
- Kristin Fabos and Rye Livingston
- Peggy Flynn
- Jeffrey and Kathryn Fraser
- Stephen Green
- Caroll Hyatt
- Kent and Marie Imai
- Mary James and George Cook
- Therese Johnson
- Judy B. Jones
- Arne and Carol Croce
- Mary Culley and Jim Ostendorf
- George and Elizabeth Bunch
- Thomas Bush and Grace Sanchez
- Margaret Campodonico and Reynie Love
- Pat and Carlos Carstens
- Sara Clarenczak
- Sarah Clark
- Joanne Clever
- William J. Codiga Family Foundation
- Virginia Coe
- Arne and Carol Croce
- Mary Culley and Scott Smith
- Martina Cummings
- Wallace Dale
- Carrie Darling
- Robert Darrow
- Gerlinde and Willy de Broekert
- Doug and Diane Deaver
- Daryl Dicke and Kenneth Smith
- John Dickinson and Nancy Van Natta
- Neale and Nancy Eidam
- Charles Engberg
- Thomas Erskine and LaRoy Smith
- Michele Finch
- Finkelman Family Foundation/Herb Finkelman and Edda Tusinac
- Leslye Franz
- Craig and Mimmi French
- Don and Donelle Gartner
- Mary Gaukel and Les Forster
- Ellen and Eric Gil
- Diane and Conrad Hamako
- Kathleen Hatfield
- David and Jacqueline Healde
- Janet Heien
- Chizuko and Joe Heney
- Ron and Evelyn Hirsch
- David and Katharine Hopkins
- Jay Hughes and Juliettee Bloxham
- John Hurd and Kelly Jett
- Dorothy Hyde
- Jon and Andrew Janek
- Helen Jones
- Frances and Dean Kashina
- Fred Keeley
- Tom and Nanette Kett
- Richard and Diane Klein
- George and Dianne Koenig
- Agata Konopka and Flavio Cheng
- Ron Kusel and Carolyn Gong-Guy
- John Laird and John Flores
- Julie Lambert
- Nancy Lenox
- Victoria and David Lewis
- Patty Levin
- Mark Linder and Mary Dean
- Charlie and Georgia Mack
- George and Harriet Mainis
- Gerry Mandel
- Mary Maselli
- Gary and Elizabeth Maushardt
- Mike and Bertie McElroy
- Robin McFarland and Jeff Barbier
- Paul Meltzer
- Mark Mesiti-Miller and Donna Murphy
- Peter and Debbie Nelson
- Linda and Bruce Nicholson
- Gail Pellerin
- PG&E Corporation Foundation
- James Poth
- Muriel Prolo and Jack Samuelson
- Paula and Robert Quinn
- Ken Reed
- Randy Repass and Sally-Christine Rodgers
- George and Mary Reynolds
- Nancy Rice-Bradley
- Phyllis Rosenblum
- Craig Rowell and Corinda Ray
- Allen Rozelle
- Larry Samuels
- Carol and Kirk Schmidt
- Ronald and Cynthia Seikel
- Dr. Jonathan Sheehan
- Frank and Pat Sherris
- Nancy Sherris
- Muriel Sherris
- Henry Sherris
- Mark Sheehan
- John Sherris
- Mary Sherris
- Stephen Sheehan
- Nancy Sherris
- Muriel Sherris
- Henry Sherris
- Mark Sheehan
- John Sherris
- Mary Sherris
- Stephen Sheehan

*Deceased donors are italicized
Cabrillo College Foundation Donors
July 1, 2022 – June 30, 2023

$300,000+
Victor Ruder and Peter Weber

$200,000+
The Grove Foundation
Monterey Peninsula Foundation
The Barbara Samper Foundation
SD Trombetta Foundation

$100,000+
Amazon
Richard and Theresa Crocker
Davidson Family Foundation

$50,000+
Robert and Sharon Bailey
Joan Griffiths
Brian and Patti Herman
Kathryn Shephard Cowan
Robert Stephens
Vertical Raise Trust Account
Anne Wakefield

$25,000+
California College Pathways Fund
The Colligan Family Charitable Fund
Foundation for California Community Colleges
IBM International Foundation
Leestma Family Foundation/Little Flower Fund
Joseph Marvin
Rick and Ruth Moe
Edward Newman Family Charitable Fund
Ow Family Properties
Pajaro Valley Community Health Trust
Priscilla and Sidney Peters
Dan Rothwell and Marcy Wieland
Gitta Ryle

*Deceased donors have been recognized in italics

Dean and Frances Kashino
Agata Konopka and Flavio Cheng
Ken Reed and Andrew Mihalik
$10,000+

Ralph Alpert • The Peggy and Jack Baskin Foundation • Mark and Barbara Beck • Bruce Berwald and Jan Parker • Claire Biancalana and William Kelsay • Borina Foundation • Michael and Susan Brandy • Bob and Barbara Fifield • Esther and Gerry Levandoski • Sloan McCormick • Keith and Della McKenzie • Gayle and Joseph Ortiz • Julie Packard • Miles and Rosanne Reiter • Craig Rowell and Corinda Ray • Maya Sapper • Thomas Schwab • Sutter Health Palo Alto Medical Foundation • Rae Victor • Sheri Watson-Riley • Rachel Wedeen • Jill and Dick Wilson

$5,000+

Mary Altier Walker and John Walker • Pegi and Tom Ard • Patrice Boyle • John and Linda Burroughs • Barbara Canfield • Canyon View Capital/Bob Davidson • Caroline’s Nonprofit • Ziggy and Sylvia Cierkosz • Energy Solutions/tech Clean CA • Granite Construction Company • Michael and Sarah Gruber • David and Katharine Hopkins • Michael Hopper • Jennie Jet • Thomas H. Lam • Vance Landis-Carey • Leola Lapides and Bob Katz • Paul McEwan and Addie Lane • Kevin and Barbara Monahan • Linda Lou Mosgrove • James and Jacquelyn Mullarky • Ned Nemacheck • Tony Nethercutt • Amy Newell • Richard Novak • Pfotenhauer Wilshusen Family • Pat and Rowland Rebele • Penelope Rich and William Hill • Elio and Joy Rodoni • Phyllis Rosenblum • Edward Salazar • Salinas Valley Memorial Hospital Service League Volunteers • Pamela Santacroce • The Sharanam Foundation • Mary Solari • Ginny Solari Mazry • Sasmeeta Srivastava • Michael Thornburgh • Diane Trombeta and Tom Davis • Herman and Ruth Utter • Ian Wendt • Charlotte Williams • Melanie and Alan Wirtanen

$2,500+

ACEC-CA, Monterey Bay Area Chapter • Phillip and Robin Adkins • American Association of University Women - Santa Cruz • Jim Baker and Nancy Millsagle • Tila Barriuselos • William and Pat Barton • Michael Beller • Harry and Mary Blanchard • Patricia Bowden • Mary Boyle • Paul Boyle • Blaine and Connie Brokaw • Jess Brown • Owen Brown and Mary Akin • Andrew and Marilyn Calciano • Lori and Steve Camenson • Gordon and Mary Jane Chambers • David and Penny Chesluk • Ceil Cirillo • Karen Cogswell and John Maenchen • Freny Cooper • Eugene and Janice Corriden • Diane Craddock and David Hogy • Ame and Carol Croce • DDA Architect • Sally Della Santina • Daryl Dichek and Kenneth Smith • Ken and Kathy Doctor • Michelle Donohue-Mendoza • Dwayne and Linda Downing • Lee and Emily Duffus • Charles Engbers • John Fahey • Lou Falek and Lyn MacDonald • Jack Farr • Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund • Finkelman Family Foundation/Herb Finkelman and Edda Tusinac • Duf and Paula Fischer • Ed and Sandra Foraker • Joyce Hodgkinson • Howard and Patricia Hudson • Carolyn Hyatt • Daniel Ireta • Erik and Judy Johnson • Kevin Karplus and Michele Hart • Trisha and Brandon Kett • George and Diane Koenig • Lester Estate Wines • Rick Li Fo Sjoe and Virginia Morris •
$2,500+
Marilyn Manning Lonergan and Richard Lonergan • John and Megan Martinelli /S. Martinelli & Co. • Dominic and Karen Massaro • Mary McMillan • Michael & Alice Chetkovich Foundation • Joe and Susan Mingione • Bill and Karen Moncovich • Mary Murphy • Vella and Ubaldo Naranjo • Kelly and Maria Nesheim • William and Erica Ow • Carolyn Parham • Peters Family • Redtree Partners LP • Rotary Club of Watsonville • Rudolph F. Monte Foundation • Santa Cruz County Bank • Martha Shedd and John Buchanan • Sheriff’s Civilian Volunteers of Santa Cruz County • Stephen and Gail Snodgrass • Tsim Schneider • Rachael Spencer and Kevin Rooney • Gabrielle Stocker • Strategic Energy Management • System Studies Incorporated • Mark Tarantino and Sharon Beaty • Thomas Thacher and Susan Nerton • Julie Thiebaut • The Tseng Family • Jana and John Turns • Matt Wettstein and Cindy Ostberg • Evans Whitaker and Deborah Bronstein • Theo Wiedsmi and Julie Hamilton Wiedsmi • W. Todd and Corinne Wipke • Peppy and Ron Woll • Dick and Judy Zscheile

$1,000+
101 Red Barn, LLC • 1st Capital Bank • Michael and Toby Alexander • Walter and Janet Alexander • Mike and Kalena Allard • Sandra Allen • American Public Works Association • Monterey Bay Chapter • Richard and Leslie Andrews • Joe and Kathy Appenrodt • Carlos and Jane Arcangeli • Ann Asche/Locatelli Moving and Storage • Bakers Dozen SF • Charles and Janet Banovac • Brian and Maryann Barry • Philip and Kathryn Bates • Murray and Sheila Baumgarten • Bay Federal Credit Union • Susan and Richard Beach • Paul and Carol Berman • Big Sur Marathon Foundation • Steven and Mary Bignell • Carrie Birkhofer • Lindy Bixby • Ian and Kathy Blackwood • Ann Bolger Peruzzi and Nico Peruzzi • Bob and Susan Bosso • Mari and Ryan Brandt • Karen and Todd Brica • Sue Broadstock and Jim Ostendorf • John and Sydney Brokaw • Cathy and Tom Brown • Douglas and Leslie Brown • Builders Firstsource - Dallas, LLC • George and Elizabeth Bunch • Ted Burke • Emily Burton and Daniel Gallo • Thomas Bush and Grace Sanchez • Jason Camara and Michel McMahan • Margaret Campodonico and Reynie Lave • Paul Carrubba and Teresa O’Connell Carrubba • Patrick and Carla Carstens • Nikia Chaney • Linda Charman • Craig Chatterton • Frederick and Kate Chen • City of Santa Cruz • Sara Clarenbach • Sarah Clark • Joanne Clever • Virginia Coe • Jodi Collins • Francis Conway • Donald Cooley • Margaret Cottle • Mary Culley and Scott Smith • Martina Cummings • Wallace Dale • Carrie Darling • Robert Darrow • Day One Solar • Gerlinde and Willy de Broekert • Doug and Diane Deaver • Sylvia and Jerome Deck • Brian deDiego • Persi Diaconis and Susan Holmes • John Dickinson and Nancy Van Natta • Roberta Dunton • Shannon Durham • Chris and Frans Eckstrom • Charley Egan • Gerald and Nancy Eidam • Geoff and Sandy Eisenberg • Edna Elkins • Equinox & Bartolo Winery • Robert Erlen • Catherine Enny and LaRoy Smith • Esch Family • Kristin Fabos and Rye Livingston • Michele Finch • Corrine Flanagan • Carol Mae Florence • Peggy Flynn • Madeleine Francavilla • Lesley Franz • Jeffrey and Kathryn Fraser • Craig and Mimi French • Don and Donelle Gartner • Mary Gaukel and Les Forster • Ellen and Eric Gil • Graniterock • Scott Graves • Stephen Green •
James Griffin • Diane and Conrad Hamako • Dennis and Nancy Hashimoto • Kathleen Hatfield • David and Jacqueline Heald • Janet Heien • Chizuko and Joe Heney • Eileen and Dave Hill • Ron and Evelyn Hirsch • Jay Hughes and Juliette Bloxham • John Hurd and Kate Kelly • Dorothy Hyde • Kent and Marie Imai • Mary James and George Cook • Joni and Andrew Janecki • Therese Johnson • Helen Jones • Judy B. Jones • Frances and Dean Kashino • Fred Keeley • Matthew Keenan • Kevin Keet • Patrice and Robert Keet • Tom and Nanette Kelsey • Catherine Kennedy • Ralph and Julie Kimball • Richard and Diane Klein • Ko-Kahuna Trust • Nicholas and Purea Koenig • Agata Konopka and Flavio Cheng • Randy and Janet Kressow • Ron Kusel and Carolyn Gong-Guy • Kuumbwa Jazz Society • Michele LaCagnina • Marcella Laddon • John Laird and John Flores • Julie Lambert • Laura and Terry LaPorte • Amy Lehman-Sexton • Nancy Lenox • Margaret Leonard and Claire Sheils • Victoria and David Lewis • Douglas Ley • Patty Lezin • Mark Linder and Mary Dean • Janet Lovell • Charlie and Georgia Mackh • George and Harriet Mainis • Gerry Mandel • Michael Marchisio • Robert and Marty Martin • Mary Maselli • Mathew Family • Gary and Elizabeth Maushardt • Christine McBroom/Lanai Financial Solutions, LLC • Tibi McCann • Mike and Bertie McElroy • Robin McFarland and Jeff Barbier • Paul Meltzer • Mark Mesiti-Miller and Donna Murphy • Marc Monte • Annie Morhauser • Susan Moser • Elisa Nelson • Peter and Debbie Nelson • George Newell • Jerry Newfarmer • Linda and Bruce Nicholson • Sam and Karla Nigh • Earleen Overend and Wayne Palmer • George Ow and Gail Michaelis-Ow • P.E.O. Sisterhood, Chapter P.H. • Laura Pease and Bill Scurr • Alan and Mindy Pedlar • Gail Pellerin • PG&E Corporation Foundation • Kate and Ira Pohl • James Poth • Muriel Prolo and Jack Samuelson • Giampiero Puccioni • Paula and Robert Quinn • Mary Ratcliff • James Reddell • Ken Reed • George and Mary Reynolds • Nancy Rice-Bradley • Grant and Pamela Ring • Mike Risi • Debbie and Jeffrey Roisman • Georg Romero and Margaret Loos • Rotary Club of Santa Cruz • Allen Rozelle • Gunlek and Junko Ruder • Larry Samuels • Carol and Kirk Schmidt • Robert Scott • Ronald and Cynthia Sekkel • Karen Seminson • Bill and Brigid Simpkins • Jon and Margie Sisk • Steven and Kristin Smith • Ronnette and Sharen Smithcamp • Krista Snelling • Elaine-Maryse Solari • Greg and Tangie Solow • Carol Spragens • Don and Deborah St. Clair • Heather Stiles and Trevor Strudley • Sunburst Sensors, LLC • Surf City Santa Cruz Kiwanis Foundation • Bruce and Barbara Swenson • Jeffrey and Adele Talmadge • Kate Terrell and David Ryan • The Allison Lee Condit Foundation • The Dante Alighieri Society of Santa Cruz • Paul Thiltgen and Maureen Roll • James and Deborah Thoits • Lonnie Truax and Ian MacGregor • Susan True and Ben Wolfe • Veterans of Foreign Wars/Aptos Post 10110 • VFV No. 7263 • Paul Wagener • Scott Walecka and Martha Seavert • Jerry and Robynn Walters • Jane Walton • Michael and Friscilla Watson • Richard and Diane Watters • Brooke White • Brad and Linda Wiles • Terrence Willett and Jennifer Cross • Carol and Paul Willette • William J. Codiga Family Foundation • Kathleen Willott and Glenn Joy • Sue Wilson • Thomas and Connie Wilson • Oscar and Genevieve Woo • Neal and Paula Woods • Christopher Yonge
George and Diane Koenig

Sue Broadston and Jim Ostendorf

Ron Kusel and Carolyn Gong-Guy

$500+

Rob and Christine Allen • Kate Anderton • Aptos Personalized Tax Service • Aptos Vineyard • Dale Attias • Miguel Aznar • B2 Engineering, Inc. • Edward and Kathleen Banks • Brad Bao • Dan Barker • Michael Berwald • Enrique and Elizabeth Buelna • Tom Burns and Eileen Leary • California Retired Teachers Association • Capitola Sandwich, Inc • Larry Chew • Susan Coale • Lin Florinda Colavin • Linda Colville • Cathy Conway and Soma Goresky • Liz Cortez-Patterson • Richard and Cynthia Cowgill • Diane Crawford • Nance Cronin • Joan Culver • Ginni and Gene Cutler • Michael and Rachel Cutler • Deborah Cypert • Pamela Davis • Halimah DeLaine Prado • John Dietz • Steve and Kathy Dinnell • Elizabeth and David Doolin • The Druley Family Fund • Loreen and Frank Easterly • Equinox Wealth Management • Susan Ezequiel • Eric and Sandra Faison • Cynthia FitzGerald and James Day • Rebecca Garcia • Gayle’s Bakery & Rosticceria • Maria Gitin Torres and Samuel Torres, Jr. • Robert Goff and Eleanor Littman • Paula Gomez • Susan Gorsky • Green Mountain Foundation • K. Groppi • Marlene Hall • William and Jill Harmon • Paul Harvell • John and Cheryl Henriksen • Marla Henry • Joseph and Bette Hirsch • David Hoffman • Kristin and William Johnson • Doug and Gwen Kaplan • Keenan & Associates • Tobin Keller • Carol Laflin • Justine Lagerwey • Mary Ann Leer • Keith and Florence Lesar • Robley Levy • Robert Ley and Nancy Twohig Levy • Nicole Lezin • Eliza Linley • Machado Family • Lauren and Artemio Madrigal • Nick and Heidi Marin • Terry Marino • Melinda Marvin and Paul Strong • Rachel Mayo • Mark and Joan McFarland • John and Megan McGuire • Sherrie and Brian McMahon • Franco and Nadia Micci • Norah and David Miller • Nancy and Rich Morgan • Vivian Moutafian • My Ideal Home • Marlene and Burton Nanus • Lloyd Nattkemper • New Leaf Community Markets • Patricia and Hayes Noel • Rebecca Nolan • Joyce Nordquist • Mark and Alta Northcutt • J. Donald and Jack Osborne • Martina and Will O’Sullivan • P.E.O. Sisterhood, Chapter SP • Pacific Crest Engineering Inc. • Louis and Kathy Paolino • Ruth Pavilonis • Stella and Dana Pizzuti • Patricia and Andy Poulos • Rita Ramirez • Matt Ribeiro • Rico, Pfitzer, Pires & Associates Insurance Agency, Inc. • Ellen and Dennis Rinde • Iris Rooney • Rotary Club of Santa Cruz Sunrise Foundation • Herman Rowland • Norma Sacks • Santa Cruz County Deputy Sheriff’s Association • Santa Cruz Elks Lodge No. 824 • Robert Schellentraeger • Robert Scowcroft and Judith Fried • Seascape Village Fitness • Showtime Pizzeria • Cynthia Siegel • Matthew Sinnott • Carol Sisk and Boris Krotlica • James Spiegel and Sharon Tapper • Jerald and Terry Spodick • Christopher Stallard and Dena Janigian • Sara Steffen • Jeff Stock and Sonya Newlyn • Faith Stoddard • Yves Tan • Jeanne Tannehill • Kent Thompson • Felipe Treviso • Michele Tsuchiya • Samuel and Lorena Tuchey • Janet Tuttle • Sherman Unell • Ed and Karen Vyea • Catherine Waldvogel • Alice Weigel • Dana and Thomas Welle • Edgar and Cynthia Whipple • Lawrence and Frances Whitney • Gary Whizin • Jon and Jill Winston • Eric Yen • Anika Young • Jan and Margaret Ysselstein

$100+

Chris Abrams • Martha Ackerman • Eva Acosta and Sesario Escoto • Stephen Adams • Phil and Janice Allegri • Christopher Allen • Robert Allen • David and Sharon Allhouse • Ann Almidor • Ariba Alston-Williams and Anthony Williams • Antonio Alvarez • Christina Alvarez • Daniel Alvarez and Marie Hamilton • Pat Alvarez • Adonna Amoroso • Dr. John and Cheryl Anderson • Dorothy Anderson and Thomas Dilbeck •
Gretchen and Dyke Andreasen • Annette and Mel Angel • Lisa Angell • Ginny Aragon • Kay Archer Bowden and Jerry Bowden • Tatiana Bachuretz • Scott Bagley and Mary Dixon • Victoria Barales • Lawrence Banducci and Consuelo Espana • Sharon Barrett • Wayne and Susan Bassano • Michele Bassi • Claire Baum • Richard and Tony Beale • James Beckett • Bed & Biscuits • Norman and Sharon Bedell • Jeanette Bell • Michelle and Paul Bellerjeau • Kim Belliveau and Kimbra Turley • Lloyd Benjamin • Rudy and Mary Bergthold • Katherine Berwald • Nathan Bidwell • Jolly Bilstad • Laura Binstock • Gina Bioni • Carole and Lawrence Birndorf • joya Birns • Sam and Elena Bishop • Stanley and Maria Bispo • Blackbaud Giving Fund • Brian Blackwell • Pat Blanchette • Terri Blanchette • Christine Bloom • Debora Bone • Rhonda and Douglas Bonett • Caitlin Bonura • John and Nora Boothby • Johanna Bowen • Janice Bowman • Shannon and Tom Brady • Bonnie Breda • Julie Brim • Rosemary Brogan • Stoney and Beverly Brook • debbi and Vic Brooks • Kim Brown • Raymond and Susan Brown • Susan Bruckner • James Brudnick • Jim Brumfield • David Brundage and Susan Stuart • Ross Bryan • Hilary Bryant and Dave Shuman • Daniel Budka and Suzanne Flaherty-Budka • Debbie Bulger and Richard Stover • John Bull and Pamela Myatt • Michael and Gail Burk • Jack and Lori Burkett • Fran M. Bussone • Laura Caldwell • Becky and Tony Campos • Kevin and April Carle • Debra and Patrick Carroll • Lisa and Henry Carter • Dennis and Cheryl Caspe • Megan Caspers • Terri Cesari and Ray Rider • Tiffany Cesarin • Flor Cheacon • Cheryl Chaffin • Belinda and Cedric Chan • julia charles • siv Yong and kim chan • Angela Chesnut • Sophia Ciotti • Jeannie Clark • Luke Clarke • lynette and Larry Cleland • Gaye Clemson • Barrie and Carol Coate • Ali Coblentz • Elena Cohen and Steven Ritz • Sandy Cohen • Curt and Carolyn Coleman • Ross and Susan Condit • Mhetoo cooper • Robert and Gail Corbett • teresa Corwin • Richard and Johanna Costa • Deborah Cottingham • Heathr Crowley • Christina C. Cuevas • Sara Culley • Janette and Joe Cullman • Paul and Lynette Cuthrjos • Lauren Cymerys • Toni and Jerry Dantzig • Regina DeCosse-Graves and Steven Graves • James deDiego • Brian Del Toro • Christine Delapp • Joan DeNeffe and Gary Silberstein • Mark and Jennifer DePedro • Jan Derecho • Heather Devencenzi • Robert and Janice Dewitt • DG Marketing, LLC • Mimi DiBartolomeo • Ann and Michael DiCiano • Marla Dickinson • Mary and Thomas Dieterle • Chris Dimiao • Sharon Dimberger • Kathy and Robert Disney • Dorothea Ditchfield • Kay Dittmarr Cumming and Gordon Cumming • Jim Dixon and Tish McGlynn • Cathy and Matthew Dooling • Shrin Downey • Breege and James Drees • Julie Dryden Brown • Jenna Duberg • Kevin Duggan • Claudia Dunlavy • Bill and Joan Dunn • Jane Durkin • Shawn Dwight • Ami Ebright • Marian Echeverria • Mary Edmund • Jennifer and Gary Edwards • Olof Einarsdottir • Raymond Etreim • Charles and Sandra Eldridge • Jesse Elliott • Betty and David Ensminger • Larry Erwin • Cecilia Espinola • Sarah Euglow • Nancy Evans • Betsy Fairbanks • David Fairchild and Clea Kore • Pam Falke-Krueger • Cynthia Fehr • Debra Feldstein • Roland and Lois Feller • Nancy Fetterman • Janet Fincher • Janet Firth and Kenneth Stearns • Kathleen Fisher-Leonardi • Bill and Kathy Fitzgerald • A. Russell and Brenda Flegal • Christina Floyd • Nancy Fong and Jeff Chenpong Law • Ryan and Vanessa Fontana • Liz Foster • Tom and Kathleen Foster • Lynn and Jim Founds • Delores Francis • Rocky and Judy Franich • Jonathan Franzen and Kathy Chekevich • Jodi Freidani • Larry Friedman and Tom Ellison • Dee Frye • Robin Gaither • Robin Garman • Skye Gentile • Geo. H. Wilson, Inc. • Michael Georgiana • Annette Ghio • Jeannine Gibson • James and Steve Gilbertson • Shirley and Allen Gizburg • Krista Glaser • James Glazier and Barbara Martin • Jane and David Godley • Joann and Marcos Godoy • Julie Goldstein and Eric Goodman • Paulina Gonzales • Diane and Jeff Goody • Julie Gorshe and Steve Wolfman • Barbara Goza Chermers and Martin Chermers • Jan Graff • John and Sue Grau • Janet Graves • Heather Gray • Herbert and Lynne Greene • Elizabeth Gregg • Jane Gregorius • Walter Griffin • Laura Grinder • Robert and Ashley Halderman • Joe and Marcella Hall • Teri and Bradley Handzel • David and Bette Harken • Deborah Harless • Don and Meg Harlor • Friends of Cabrillo Stage • Amy and David Harrington • David and Kate Hartzell • Rob and Dee Ann Hartzell • John and Kathleen Harwood • Camille Hatton • John and Leslie Hayes • Joshua Hayes • Nick Heath and Pat Martin-Heath • Bill Heiss • William and Barbara Hendricks • Stephanie Henrikson • Mary Hermansky • Aaron Hernandez • Ann Hestand • Walter and Joyce Hickey • Ralph and Jane Hiesey • Galen Hilgard • Kathleen Hilger • Eve Hinkley • Don and Hilda Hodges • Steve Hodges • Laura Hofmeister • Alan and Denise Holbert

Ron and Evelyn Hirsch

Gail Pellerin

Jim Thompson and Robbie Dunton
$100+ (continued)

• Joyce Hopkins • Mary Hopkins • Kelli Horner and Alexander Yasbek • Angela and James Hoyt • Lynne Hubenette and Larry DeGhetaldi • Mary-Nona Hudson • Bella and Al Hughes • Lowell and Wendy Hurst • Feishia Hwu • Wei Chia Hwu • Christine Hyde • Marilyn Hyde • Imura Corporation • Dori Rose Inda • Indian Lagoon Oysters • LouAnne Insprucker • Int’l Chapter of P.E.O. Sisterhood Chapter XK - Scotts Valley • Marie Ishida • Margaret Ivy • Cindy Jackson and James Hillgren • Marcus Jager and Annette Mielo • Norman Janes • David and Susan Jones • Jolyne and Fredric Jones • Kathleen Jones • JYV Data, LLC • Yamindran Karagasundaram • Hannah and Joshua Kang • Steve and Susan Karan • Allan Kass • Bob Kaswen • Kirsten Kaven • Gerald Kay • Kathie Keeley • Bonnie Keet • Mary Kelly • Christine Kelsey • Peggy Kenny • Sanjay and Charlotte Khandelwal • Michele and Robert Kibrick • Merlynn Kimmel • Janet King • Alyssa Kircher LeBaron • Ted Kirkiles • Naomi Kirschenbaum • Alisa Klaus • Karla Knapp • Tim and Holly Koopmans • Raoul Kraus • Barbara Kriz and Steve Grayson • Lynn and Bodo Krueger • Debra Kurita • Edward Kwiatkowski • Leonard and Joanne Lacasse • Margaret Lacey • JoMarie Lake • George and Marilee Lambidakis • Greg Larson and Eileen Beaudry • Sally and Tom Larter • Claire and Dan Laughlin • Susan Lavelle • Sue Lawson • Thorne Lay and Kathy Beattie • Robert and Cookie Leaf • Julio Leal • Gordon and Barbara Leighton • Verónica León • Theresa Levandoski-Byers • Alan and Judy Levin • Jeremy Lezin and Emily Buchbinder • Michael Lillis and Heather Morse • Denise Lim • Donna Lind • Arne and Anne Lindberg • Geoff Littfield • Richard and Nancy Litvak • Tara Locke-Paddon and Amy Regent • Terry Locke-Paddon • Long-Haired Beard Fund • Katherine Love • Mike Lovejoy • Kimberly Luke • Brij Lunine and Michelle Morton • Sandy and Ann Lydon • Sean Lynch • Joe and Lee MacDonell • Thomas Madetos and Victoria Bolam • Chris and Chuck Mattia • Mary Magoffin • Moira Mahon • Janice Manabe • Michael Mangin • Carl and Lynn Marceau • Paula Marcus • Lynn Marcus-Wynner • Randa Marhenke • Marine Corps League Monterey Bay Detachment #711 • Baldo and Kristen Marinovic • John Marinovich • David Marsh and Sara Edwards-Mash • Patricia Martel • Lora Lee Martin • Richard and Merrilee Martinez • Will and Terri Mayall • Richard and Claire McAdams • Judy McAffee • Lisa McAndrews and Steve McGuirk • Gayle McCallum • Alice McCrory • Karen and Meg McCarty • David McCavitt and Nora Daludado McCavitt • Karen McCormick • Charles McDowell and Linda Werner • Eye Shapes Opticians • Derek McKee • Kevin McKeef • M. Beth McKinnon • Thomas and Ellen McCoy • Elisabeth and Ian McPhail • Linda and Sal Mejia • Monica and Kevin Melrose • Mike and Kathi Melville • Kenndy Mendes • Linda and Steve Mendivil • Edward and Debra Menges • Fern and Michael Merle-Jones • Carol Merrell • Richard and Marcia Meyer • William and Patricia Meyer • Michael D. Machado Enterprises Inc dba Santa Cruz Motors • Jack and Hila Michaelsen • Tawnee Michelucci • Russel and Brenda Miller • Katharine Minett • Marlene Mirassou and Steve Houlihan • Robert and Kathleen Moler • Raymond Montagna • Geronimo and Elva Montes • Monteville Women’s Group • Eva Montgomery and Diane Castro • Marian Monto • Margaret Moore • Carrol Moran • Bridgeett Morf • Lisa Morgan • Eugene Moriarty and Frances Guerrero • Charlotte Morrison • Kathy Mosby • Max and Shannon Moseley • Dania Moss • Regina Muller and W. S. Manich • Jerrold and Joanne Mungai • Karen Munro • Ed and Susan Murphy • Diego Navarro and Lauren Mari-Navarro • Guy Neenan • Edith Nelson • Paul Nelson • Network for Good • Nicholson Vineyards • Madlyn Norman-Terrance • Richelle Noroyan • Rebecca Northon • Anissa Novak and Joe Hyatt • Ann Novick • Elizabeth and William Nowicki • Rose Odland • Yoshi and Junko Okuyama • Dr. Bradley D. Olin • Anne Oliver • Julie Olsen Edwards • Fane and Corie Opperman • Dennis and Lauren Osmer • David and Evelyn Osteras • Erik Ottem and Sherry Woo • Shawn Ottenstein • Allie Ottoboni • Daniel Owens • P.E.O. Sisterhood, Chapter ED • P.E.O. Sisterhood, Chapter JB • P.E.O. Sisterhood, Chapter UK • Joseph Padula • Judith Pahnke • Joseph and Mara Palandran • Jillian Palmer • Jo-Ann Panzardi • George and Laurie Pappas • Barbara Parker • Katharine and Tom Parker • Laura and Randy Parker • Rick Parks and Mary Bannister • Sara and Michael Paul • Helene Payne • Ronald and Carol Perrigo • Natasha Perry • Becky Peters • Jerel Philip • Dinah Phillips and Gail Groves • Charlotte Pierce • Earl and Bonita Pirle • Rick and Robin Pole • Ronal Pomerantz and Jane Weed-Pomerantz • Peter Poznanski • Robert Prentiss • Ellen Primack • Professional Firefighters of Santa Cruz County, Local #3605 • Alyce and Richard Prudden • Diane Putnam and John Donahue • Alicia Quiroz • Donna Ramos •

Karen and Dominic Massaro

Matt Wetstein and Cindy Ostberg

Mary Gaukel and Les Forster
Daryl and Jeanne Ramsey • Seth Reder • Terilynn Reese • Margery Regalado Rodriguez and Frank Rodriguez • Gretchen Regenhardt • Charrie Reid • Michael Repucci • David Reynolds • Megan Rhodes • Cathy Richards-Bradley and Jack Bradley • Mary Anne Robb • Katherine Roberts • Diane Robey • Deborah Robinson • Carmen Robles • Pamela Roby • Gary Rochelle • Jeanne and Javier Rodriguez • Maria and James Rogers • Janet Romanovski and Darrel Louis • Don and Kim Rosa • Hans and Eleanor Rosenstiel • Eliza Ross • Virginia and Joe Rossi • Shauna Roth • Virginia Roth • Diana Rathmann • Nicholas and Ruth Royale • Cynthia Ruhserman and John Ryan • Ethan and Kelly Rumill • John and Enid Rusev • Clarence and Leah Sakoda • Salmandre Vine Cellars • Laurie Salatch • Susan Salt • Dolores Saluppo • Karen and Mark Sambarlo • Brooke and Warren Sampson • Maryanane Sanchez • Claudia Sandoval • Peter and Sandra Sanford • Santa Cruz Mountain Vineyard • Claire and Louis Sclazzo • Barbara and William Scherer • Steve Schessler • Diana Schilling • Ruth and Walter Schilling • Patrick Schlesinger • Schwab Charitable Fund • Dougald Scott and Virginia Morgan Scott • Mary Selby • Sandie and Wells Shoemaker • Kris Sidman-Gale and Jacob Sidman • Carol Siegel • Stephen Siegel • Jane and Mark Silberstein • Michael Silton and Susan Myer Silton • Robert Silverman • Melinda and Thomas Silverman • Lulu Simcik • Jill Simmons and Ann Stadler • Lisa Simon • Kyle Sinnott • Sinsational Smile, Inc • Greg and Robin Sirakides • Lee Staff • Janet Slay • Mark and Mary Smiley • Curtiss Smith • Marcia and Fred Smith • Sangjay Smith • Peter and Linda Smityhea • Linda and James Snook • Silas Snyder • SOUL Fund • David South and Mary Evans South • Kati Souza • Leilani Souza • Berdell Spellman • Ashley and John Spencer • Brian Spencer • Richard and Lauren Spencer • Walter and Janice Spichtig • Sport About, Inc • Barbara Sprenger • Leta Stagnaro • Mindi and Derek Staley • Mimi and Gilbert Stein • Gwen and Paul Steinberg • Alyssa Steiner • Stockwell Cellars • Karen Storey and Steven Tedesco • Robert and Phyllis Strickland • Ian Strimaitis • Michael and Lida Strong • Richard and Carole Stubendorff • Meredith Sullivan • Patrick and Patricia Sullivan • Cathy Summa-Wolfe and Michael Wolfe • Gail Surbridge • Mary Swenson • Peggy Swenson Kaysen and Kenneth Kaysen • Alan Tagami • Jill Tardif and Glenn Bartz • Bunny Tavares • Angela Thalls and Neil McKenzie • The Nutty Gourmet • Charlie and Terre Thomas • Donald Thompson and Mary Dudley-Thompson • Pat Thwing • Lauren Tobin • William and Madaline Tomlinson • Mily Trabing • Shelley and Ed Trainer • Steve Trujillo • Puiyee Tse • Betty Tseng • Chris Tucker • Norman and Terry Turner • Michael and Jacqueline Tuttel • Corrine Tyler and Daniella Vallecillos • Valley Women’s Club • Richard Van Auken • Mark and Cris Vaughan • Cain Villafan • Frances and Frank Vitulli • Denise Vogel and Lin Marelik • Candace Waaage • Dean and Melissa Walker • Peter and Joan Webber • Jane Wei-Skillern • Jeremy and Shannon Weldon • Matthew Wetzel • David and Tona Wheeler • Doris White • Matthew White • Whiting’s Food Concessions, Inc. • Dean Wilcox • Claudine and Charles Wildman • Susan Willats • Geraldine and Jim Williams • Marri Williams • Suzanne Willis • Windy Oaks Winery • Patty and Ken Winters • James Engelmer & Claire Witherspoon • Gerry Wong • Joe and Helene Wood • Helene Woolsey • Carolyn Woolston • Writers of Color - Santa Cruz County • Joanne and Thomas Young • Stephen Young and Barbara Quinton • Geraldine Zaballos • Anna Zagorska • Herman Zaks • Yvonne and Demian Zannis • Donna Ziel

*Deceased donors have been recognized in italics
It’s one of the most gratifying experiences of my life,” Steve Evers explains on teaching horticulture students and helping them launch meaningful careers in the agriculture industry.

Steve worked as an engineer for 30 years and after taking a couple of classes in Landscape Design, he decided he wanted a degree in crop production because he loved the science of growing food. He ended up teaching at Cabrillo and over the past 10 years has worked with several students who have gone on to have agricultural careers. He remembers one student who went on to Cal Poly and now travels the world advising on growing strawberries for Driscoll’s.

Steve is leaving a portion of his estate to Cabrillo’s Horticulture program to support students with scholarships. “It’s inspirational for me to share this agricultural knowledge and see how a student goes on to have a great career and grow food for us. It’s my intent to help students like this. I feel that farmers are underappreciated in our society considering how important they are to civilization.”
Last year our supporters gave generously to help Cabrillo College

Here is the impact:

**IMMEDIATE NEEDS**

- **$2.8 million** was distributed to the college for student scholarships and college programs
- **1,600 students** received scholarships
- **41 faculty-awarded grants** to improve classrooms

**LONG TERM INVESTMENT**

- This year **$2.2 million** is being invested for the long term benefit of students
- Stability for changing circumstances
- The foundation has an endowment of **$35 million** ensuring we can help students for generations to come
- Foundation for the future

**Join us and help students succeed!**

**Cabrillo College Foundation**

- **Call us at** 831.479.6338
- **Email us at** foundation@cabrillo.edu
- **Visit our website** foundation.cabrillo.edu
- **Send us mail** 6500 Soquel Drive Aptos, CA 95003

“I love working with our friends who want to help our students. Please reach out anytime. Together we can do great things for students and our community.”

Eileen Hill
Executive Director
LEGACY GIVING: PETER WEBER AND VICTOR RUDER

The Cabrillo College Foundation is honored to have received an estate gift from Peter Weber and Victor Ruder to support scholarships for students in STEM. Both Peter, a hero of the Vietnam War and Victor, an optimist overcoming the challenges of cerebral palsy, valued education.

The couple met when Victor answered a personal advertisement for a traveling companion, took the bus in his wheelchair from San Jose to Santa Cruz and met the love of his life and his future spouse. They shared many happy years together.

Victor and Peter wanted to help open doors for others, especially students at Cabrillo. Their legacy will live on through generations of students who will be helped through this kind gift.